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BN Glass Release Spray  
Special Instructions   

To avoid clogs and other issues, please follow these instructions.  

Coatings

How to Use and Clean Sprayer:
 1. Remove the cap from the bottle and connect the squeeze-trigger sprayer.  
     Save the cap. 
 2. After using, remove the squeeze-trigger sprayer and replace the cap on the bottle.  
 3. Place the stem tube of the trigger sprayer into a container of water and spray until 
  the liquid comes out clear.  This keeps any residual paint from remaining in the 
  squeeze-trigger sprayer – which can dry and clog the sprayer when used 
  at a later time.

If the cleaning is not done and the sprayer clogs, try soaking the sprayer in water and then 
spraying until the liquid comes out clear.  This will unclog the sprayer nozzle and allow 
uniform spraying once again.

How to Spray Molds:
 1. Always start with a clean sprayer.
 2. Shake vigorously to re-suspend.  There will be settling with this water-based product.
 3. The coating can be varied by the frequency and strength of squeezing the trigger.   
 4. Spray lightly on the mold (preferably a preheated mold) and let soak-in and dry a bit  
  (because it does apply a little thick). 
 5. Re-apply if there are bare spots.
 6. The wet coating can be smoothed with small brush, if necessary.
 7. Wait until the coating is dry to the touch and apply a second coat if desired.
 8. Dry before using – at room temperature or with a dryer at 140 F (60 C) for about 30  
  minutes or with a conventional hair-dryer at “high heat” and “low fan speed” for 
  a few minutes.

If desired, the sprayed mold can be heated up to around 300 F (150 C) to accelerate drying 
before �ring or slumping.  BN Glass Release is generally not recommended for stainless and 
metal molds or smooth or glazed surfaces, since the sprayer tends to give uneven coverage 
on those substrates.  For those applications, try BN Aerosol Lubricoat.

Thank you for purchasing BN Glass Release Spray

BN Glass Release Spray is shipped with the squeeze-trigger sprayer 
separate from the bottle.  This is to prevent clogging.


